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ABSTRACT
The implantable body sensor network (IBSN) has many promising applications. The sensors in the network support
different functionalities, such as glucose monitoring and strain measurement in bones. These sensors work with a
central hub that communicates with a receiver outside the body. A reliable communication link between these
sensors is essential. In this paper, the path loss between elliptic circular loop antennas in muscle and two different
bones (the humerus and femoral bone) has been estimated at 403 MHz inside the CST Katja voxel body model. A 33
dB larger path loss is obtained between muscle and humerus antennas than that between muscle and femoral bone
antennas. Hence, a standard link with an ideal phase shift keying (PSK) can be only built up from the femoral bone
to the the muscle above the hip. The results in this paper provide a good source of data for link budget calculations
for bone implantable applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Implantable devices have many important applications in healthcare and biomedical telemetry [1]-[2]. An
antenna is normally used with the implantable device to transfer the biological data wirelessly from this
device to a receiver [3]-[4]. The receiver is placed at different positions (in the human body, on or outside
of it) to suit different applications. Hence, different communication links (in-in, in-on and in-off body)
can be established [5]-[11]. These links should be characterized and their losses should be carefully
estimated. The path loss between implantable and off-body antennas was estimated in [9]. It was also
estimated between implantable and on-body antennas in [6]-[7]. In implantable body sensor network
(IBSN), different implantable sensors can exist and work with each other. For example, a glucose
monitoring implant can work with a pacemaker/central hub, which then can communicate with a receiver
placed outside the human body. This is very beneficial, as the communication from inside the human
body to an external receiver needs to take place from one implant only [5], [12]. However, the path loss
should be evaluated in anatomical body models considering actual and exact positions of implantations, in
order to obtain accurate results. The path loss between different muscle implants was estimated in [12][13] using flexible dipole antennas at 2.45 GHz. In [14], the path loss was experimentally measured
within 2.36-2.5 GHz in a homogeneous liquid body phantom of small dimensions (30× 30×20 cm3).
However, the losses in that paper were measured for paths in a simplified body phantom that did not
provide a good resemblance of the real human body. In [11], a communication link between a
transmitting half-wave dipole in the pancreas tissue and a probe receiver placed in different points in the
human mesh was characterized at 2.45 GHz and its path loss was modeled. The 401-406 MHz Medical
Device Radiocommmunication Service (MedRadio) band is mainly allocated for implantable
applications. The attenuation in the human body tissues within the MedRadio band is smaller than that
within the 2.45 GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band. The path loss in this band was
estimated in [5] and [11] at 402.5 and 403 MHz, respectively. However, none of these paths was in bones
or between bone and muscle implantable antennas. Bone implants have many important applications,
such as bone healing, growth and checkups of artificial joints [15]-[16]. Different antenna designs were
proposed for bone implants [17]-[21]. Bone implants may exist with other muscle implants in the IBSN.
Therefore, it is very beneficial to quantify the losses of communication paths between bone and muscle
implants for different applications.
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In this paper, the path loss between bone and muscle implantable loop antennas has been estimated and
quantified at 403 MHz inside simplified and anatomical Katja voxel body models. The implantable
antennas are first designed in simplified body models to accelerate the overall design process. Then, they
are simulated in the anatomical body model to obtain accurate results about the path losses. The bone
implantable antenna is placed inside the humerus or femoral bone, while the muscle implantable antenna
is placed in the muscle above the left hip.
This paper is organized as follows: First, the design of both antennas in the simplified body model is
presented. Then, performance of antennas is evaluated and validated in the CST Katja voxel body model.
After that, the losses of the communication paths between muscle and bone antennas are estimated and
the link budgets are calculated. Finally, the paper is concluded.

2. SETUP AND CONFIGURATION
Flexible elliptic circular loop antennas are used for the analysis in this paper. This is because loop
antennas are more efficient in the lossy human body than electrical type antennas [22]-[24]. The antenna
is bent around cylindrical implants of the following dimensions:
5 mm in radius and 11 mm in length for the glucose monitoring implant in the muscle above the left hip.
8 mm in radius and 56 mm in length for the implant in the humerus and femoral bone.
Both antennas have the same shape as shown in Figure 1. However, they have different dimensions as
summarized in Table 1.
Wf
Feeding
Rhi

Rvi

Rho

Rvo

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The proposed antennas structure: (a) flat, (b) bent views.
Table 1. The dimensions of the proposed antennas.
Parameter
The outer horizontal radius
The inner horizontal radius
The outer vertical radius
The inner vertical radius
Feeding gap width

Symbol Dimensions (mm)
Muscle implantable antenna
15
Rho
13
Rhi
5
Rvo
3
Rvi
3
Wf

Bone implantable antenna
28
23
18
17
4

Bone implants are usually larger in size than muscle implants [16], [21] and hence the bone implantable
antenna is designed with larger physical dimensions.
The human body tissues are lossy and their dielectric properties are frequency dependent. The antennas
are simulated in the middle of simplified human body models. These models are conical in shape and
have the following properties:
-

Of a single homogeneous layer of (𝜀𝑟 = 57.1 and 𝜎 = 0.79 𝑆/𝑚 which resembles the dielectric
properties of muscle at 403 MHz [25]). The antenna intended for implantation in the muscle
above the left hip is designed inside of this body model.

-

Of two layers; outer muscle layer of (𝜀𝑟 = 57.1 and 𝜎 = 0.79 𝑆/𝑚) and inner bone layer of
(𝜀𝑟 = 13.14 and 𝜎 = 0.09 𝑆/𝑚), which resemble the dielectric properties of muscle and bone
cortical, respectively at 403 MHz [25]. The antenna intended for implantation in the humerus and
femoral bone is designed in the middle of the bone layer of this model.
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Top and side views of the simplified human body models are shown in Figure 2.
The simplified body models are much smaller in size than the anatomical body models. They are also of
uniform layers, as indicated above. Therefore, the simulation time inside of these models is much shorter
than that in the anatomical body models. Hence, the overall design process will be accelerated if the
antenna structure is optimized first in the simplified body model and then evaluated in the anatomical
body model [5, 22, 26]. The antenna performance may be altered in the anatomical body model, which
has a better resemblance of the real human body. However, if the antenna is broad in bandwidth, its
matching will be maintained (S11≤ -10 dB) within the band of interest (401-406 MHz MedRadio band for
the case of this paper) [5]. Also, the process of optimizing the antenna structure in the simplified body
helps in understanding the antenna structure and its effective parameters. Hence, small modifications are
only expected to be made in the anatomical body model if needed.
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72 122

(a)

72
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190

(b)
Figure 2. Top and side views of the: (a) two-layer (bone-muscle) and (b) single-muscle layer
simplified body model; dimensions in mm.

3. PERFORMANCE
In this section, the simulated reflection coefficient S11 and realized gain of the proposed antennas will be
evaluated and discussed in the simplified and CST Katja voxel body models.

3.1 Performance in the Simplified Body Model
The proposed antennas are simulated at the centre of the simplified body models. Simulations are
conducted using the CST microwave studio [27]. Hexahedral meshes are employed and a minimum
distance of λ/8 is kept between the structure and the edge of the simulation space. The antennas are fed by
discrete ports of 50 Ω with an input power of 1 W. The antenna is designed to obtain a broad bandwidth
of wider than 200 MHz around 403 MHz. This is to guarantee a robust performance of the antenna if
detuning happens in the anatomical and actual human bodies. The simulation results are shown in Figure
3. Both antennas obtain good matching (S11≤ -10 dB) at 403 MHz. The realized gain values for the
simulated antennas are -22 and -35.61 dBi for the bone and muscle implantable antennas, respectively at
403 MHz. The bone implantable antenna has obtained a larger gain than that for the muscle implantable
antenna. This is because the bone implant is larger in size than the muscle implant. Hence, the lossy area
surrounding it will be smaller than that surrounding the muscle implant. Moreover, the bone has a smaller
conductivity than that for muscle (𝜎 = 0.09 and 0.79 S/m for bone cortical and muscle, respectively
[25]). This reduces the near field coupling between the antenna and the surrounding human body tissue
which reduces the power loss due to absorption. Hence, a larger gain is obtained. The muscle implantable
antenna has obtained a good matching (S11≤-10 dB) as desired. Although the antenna bandwidth is not
centered at 403 MHz, a good matching is expected to be maintained in the anatomical body model. This
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is because the antenna is intended for implantation in the area above the left hip in close proximity to
some organs of the digestive tract, such as the small intestine. The relative permittivity of these organs is
larger than that for muscle (57.1 for muscle and 66 for the small intestine at 403 MHz [25]) and hence the
resonant frequency is expected to be the same or shifted down, but not shifted up in the anatomical body
model. It will be shown in a following section that S11 is also smaller than -10 dB at 403 MHz in the
anatomical body model, as expected.
Muscle implantable antenna
Bone implantable antenna

Figure 3. The reflection coefficient S11 (dB) for the muscle and bone implantable antennas in the
simplified body models.

3.2 Performance in the Anatomical Body Model
In order to estimate the path loss accurately, it is very important to simulate the antennas at the exact
positions of implantations inside the anatomical body model. The anatomical body model is composed of
non-uniform and heterogeneous tissues that resemble the real human body tissues [28]. These models are
provided by different simulation tools, such as CST. The CST Katja voxel body model is used for the
simulations in this paper. The CST Katja voxel body model represents a 43-year old female with height of
163 cm and weight of 62 kg [29]. The bone implantable antenna in this paper is placed in the humerus or
femoral bone, while the muscle implantable antenna is placed in the muscle above the left hip. It is worth
indicating that in order to provide accurate comparison, the same antenna is simulated in the humerus and
femoral bone. The positions of implantation in the anatomical body model are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The muscle implantable antenna is placed in the muscle above the left hip, directly beneath the fat layer.
Bone implantable antennas are placed at the centre of the humerus and femoral bones. All antennas are
oriented to the front such as in Figure 1 (b).

Position 1

Humerus

Position 2
Position 3
The position of implantation in
the muscle above the left hip
Position 1
Position 2
Position 3

Femoral
bone

Figure 4. Positions of implantation in the CST Katja voxel body model (front view of the human body).
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Figure 5. Positions of implantation (indicated by the black ring) in the CST Katja voxel body model (top
view).
Two links are first simulated at 403 MHz. One between the implantable antenna in the humerus at
position 1, which is 15 mm above the armpit, and the antenna in the muscle above the left hip. The other
one is established between the antenna in the femoral bone at position 1, which is at 20 mm from the top
of the femoral bone, and the antenna in the muscle above the left hip. The antenna in the muscle above
the left hip is simulated at a fixed position which is shown in the figure. This position is popular for
glucose monitoring implants [5], [21]. The results of the simulated reflection coefficient are shown in
Figure 6.
The antenna in the femoral bone
The muscle implantable antenna
The antenna in the humerus

Figure 6. The reflection coefficient S11 (dB) for the muscle and bone implantable antennas at position 1
in the CST Katja voxel body model.
The results in the figure show that a good matching (S11≤ -10 dB) is obtained at 403 MHz for all of the
three cases of implantation in the muscle and both bones. To provide more options for actual implantation
in the human body, two other positions of implantation in the humerus and femoral bones are attempted
(positions 2 and 3 shown in Figure 4). A distance of 10 mm is kept between the two positions. The
simulated reflection coefficient obtained a good matching (S11≤ -10 dB) for all of these positions.

4. PATH LOSS ESTIMATION AND LINK BUDGET CALCULATIONS
This section aims at estimating the losses of both of the communication links indicated above and
calculating the corresponding link budget.

4.1 Simulated Path Losses and Link Parameters
The path loss (𝑃𝐿 ) is defined as the inverse of the transmission coefficient (𝑆21 ) between the transmitting
and receiving implantable antennas, which are matched to 50 Ohms (1) [12].

P 
2
PL  dB    in   10 log10 S21   S21  dB 
 PRx 

(1)

where 𝑃𝑖𝑛 (W) is the power input to the transmitting antenna and 𝑃𝑅𝑥 (W) is the power received at the
receiving antenna.
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The simulated path losses between the transmitting and receiving antennas investigated in this paper are
summarized in the Table 2.
Table 2. The muscle-humerus and muscle-femoral bone path loss 𝑃𝐿 (dB) at the three positions of
implantation.
Position 1
123 dB
86.15

Muscle - humerus
Muscle - femoral bone

Position 2
121.4
87.8

Position 3
120
90

The largest path loss is obtained at position 1 and position 3 at the humerus and femoral bone,
respectively. The distance between the muscle and bone implantable antennas at these positions is the
largest amongst all cases of the three positions of investigation. When the distance increases, the path loss
increases accordingly.
A link of the parameters summarized in Table 3 is considered. This link was considered in [12] to
evaluate the communication path links between muscle implantable devices. The links investigated in this
paper will be also evaluated based on the parameters of this link.
Table 3. Parameters of a communication link between muscle and bone implantable devices.
Link parameter
Transmitted power, PTX (µW)
Ambient temperature, AT (K)
Bit rate, Br (Kb/s)
Boltzmann's constant, KB (J/K)
Coding gain, Gc (dB)
Fixing or deterioration gain, Gd (dB)
Energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio,
Eb/N0 (dB) (ideal PSK)
Noise spectral density, N0 (dBm/Hz)
Bit error rate (BER)

Value
25
310
7
1.38 × 10-23
0
2.5
9.6
-173
1×10-5

The power is limited to up to 25 µW in the 401-406 MHz MedRadio band [30] to prevent hazardous
heating of the biological tissues. Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modulation is assumed. In terms of bit error
rate (BER), PSK exhibits considerable advantage over Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and Amplitude
Shift Keying (ASK) at the same amplitude levels [31]. The coding is assumed to present no gain to the
system for worst-case consideration.

4.2 Link Budget Calculations
𝐶
𝑁0

𝐶
𝑁0

The communication is build up when the link carrier to noise density ( ) exceeds the required ( )
referring to Eqs. (2 and 3) [12]:
𝐶

Link (𝑁 ) (𝑑𝐵) = 𝑃𝑇𝑋 (𝑑𝐵) − 𝑃𝐿,𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛 (𝑑𝐵) − 𝑁0 (𝑑𝐵)
0

𝐶

𝐸

Required (𝑁 ) (𝑑𝐵) = (𝑁𝑏 ) (𝑑𝐵) + 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝐵𝑟 ) − 𝐺𝑐 (𝑑𝐵) + 𝐺𝑑 (𝑑𝐵)
0

0

(2)
(3)

𝐶
𝑁0

Considering the link parameters in Table 3, the required ( ) is calculated as 50.55 dB. The link
𝐶
𝑁0

( ) should be larger than 50.55 dB for this communication to build up. To satisfy this, the path loss
should be samller than 106.45 dB. This can be obtained for the communication link between the glucose
monitoring implant in the muscle above the left hip and the implant in the femoral bone for all of the
investigated locations, but not with that for any location in the humerus.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the path loss between a glucose monitoring implant and bone implants in the humerus and
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femoral bone has been estimated and quantified. The glucose monitoring implant is simulated in the
muscle above the left hip. The path loss increases with distance. Therefore, the path loss of the link from
the humerus to the glucose monitoring implant is larger than that from the femoral bone. A loss of up to
123 dB is obtained for the path between the implant in the muscle above the left hip and that in the
humerus. A loss of up to 90 dB is obtained between the implant in the muscle above the left hip and that
in the femoral bone. Based on the results in this paper, it can be concluded that a glucose monitoring
implant in the muscle above the left hip can communicate with the implant in the femoral bone, but not
with that in the humerus considering the parameters of a typical communication link between implants
based on PSK modulation. For future work, different channels between the femoral bone and other
implants for different applications will be fully characterized and their path losses will be modelled.
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:ملخص البحث
ااااا رإن اااااك
رقاااااس ااااا
هناااااكث ر من اااااي ااااااا ر لش كاااااكس ر ارقااااالل ااااااشمس ر ل اااااكس ر كك اااااس
وتااااالق ر ل يااااااكس اااااا ر اااااااشمس و ااااااك ا ااااااس اناااااا ايرقشااااااس ر ماااااااا وق ااااااك رإ ااااااك اااااا
ر عظااااااكم وتعلاااااا هاااااااف ر ل ااااااكس ا ااااااا ر عااااااس اي ااااااس ا اااااا س ل اااااا كش ااااااك ر اااااا
ور ل ي ك ا ي أ و ا ر ط رت كل ااثاق ا هاف ر ل كس أاي أسكس
ااااا س و ر ي ااااس اااا ر ع اااااس
اااا هاااااف ر ا قااااسق تاااا تكاااال ي كاااال ر ل ااااك اااا ا هار ااااكس ك ااااس
 ا ااااااكه يت403 وقظلاااااا ا ا اااااا ا هلااااااك قظاااااا ر ع اااااال وقظاااااا ر اااااااق قناااااال تااااااي اكاااااالر ف
 اااااا ش اااااااا كاااااال33 ورت ااااااق أ كاااااال ر ل ااااااك اااااا ا ر ع اااااااس وقظاااااا ر ع اااااال أ شااااااي لكاااااالر
علااااا عااااال قاااااك
ر ل اااااك ااااا ا ر ع ااااااس وقظااااا ر اااااا وق اااااكق لماااااا ناااااكي ر اااااط اع اااااك
 ) ااااااا ل انك ااااااسق كااااااط اااااااا قظاااااا ر ااااااا ( ااااااز ر ع اااااا سPSK ق ااااااز تيا اااااا (ار ااااااس ر لااااااا
ر ارقعس اق ر ِا ث
ااااالر ش كناااااكس ب اااااك كس

وتاااااام ر ن اااااك ا ر ااااا تااااا ر ب اااااال ق اااااك ااااا هاااااار ر شبااااا ا ااااال ر
ا رن كس ر يور ط تلش ككس ا رقس ر عظ

